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Artwork Advisories

YOUR VISUAL PROOF (1 of 2)

This template is not to scale and is 
to be used as a guide for print size 
& positioning only.

Please see page 2 for actual artwork size.

Embroidered

Then make sure the artwork is 
grouped.

Must have all strokes outlined 
and then merged using 

the Path�nder>Merge action.

Please note the actual embroidery 
may differ slightly once digitised. 

Pantone/thread colours are matched 
from universal swatch books. 
However, production processes may 
at times have a slight effect on how 
colours appear on garments.

Spot colour

* White needs to be set in PANTONE WHITE and 
* Black needs to be set in PANTONE BLACK or 100k

Then make sure the artwork is 
grouped.

Must have all strokes outlined 
and then merged using 

the Path�nder>Merge action.

On coloured shirts a layer of white 
is printed underneath the artwork 
to ensure the colour of the bag 
doesn’t affect the print.

Full colour (transfer)Dotted area is the max. transfer size, 
this can be placed anywhere within the guides

Then make sure the artwork is 
grouped.

Must have all strokes outlined 
and then merged using 

the Path�nder>Merge action.

Full colour printed colours may 
differ when printed to the 
final product.

When transfer printed
an outline edge (keyline) may 
be visible.

Due to artwork size, fine detail 
may fill in.
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PANTONE® Colours
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Spot colourBranding

DIGITAL

CMYK

Artwork Colours

Print position
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Branding Full colour transfer


